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Introduction

● DNS market - historically highly decentralized 

● Increased concentration in the hands of a few providers 

● Bigger size, bigger responsibilities, bigger failures?



Context for the research paper

● Limited research and monitoring of market trends

● Journal of Cyber Policy  special issue convened by Internet Society 

● Understanding the regulatory gaps and informing policy 

● Understanding consequences for the evolution of the Internet



Findings and highlights

1. On mobile platforms, more than 50% of all queries handled by alternative DNS services (H1/2019). 
Google and Cloudflare answered 49.7% of the DNS queries from our measurement.

2. Longevity in the market does not seem to matter much. Resolvers introduced after 2016 still do well 
(Cloudflare and Quad9 rank 2nd and 3rd) 

3. Consolidation of the two-sided market: free Public DNS services rely on the monetization of traffic & 
overall internet health data 

4. Integration of DNS resolution in other services (sharing across Google platforms & browser trends)

5. The top alternative DNS providers operate from the US -- data collected and processed outside the 
jurisdiction of their users (Quad9 moved to Switzerland recently)



Policy implications

● Better overall protections for users against malware and phishing attacks (fast 
adoption of security extensions)

● Unequal competition: whereas ISPs are bound by national and telecom 
regulations, Public DNS providers are not (less protections for users data)

● Need for adequate, long-term measurement of the DNS resolver trends 



How to measure 
recursive resolver 

market share?



How to measure recursive resolver market share?

● Rely on published information
● Passive Measurements
● Active Measurements



How to measure recursive resolver market share?

● Rely on published information
● Passive Measurements
● Active Measurements

All measurements are biased



Published Information - Google Public DNS 

https://security.googleblog.com/2018/08/google-public-dns-turns-8888-years-old.html



Published Information - Research

https://blog.apnic.net/2019/09/23/dns-resolver-centrality/



Passive Measurements - from authoritative DNS 

https://medium.com/@nykolas.z/dns-market-share-analysis-identifying-the-most-popular-dns-providers-80fefb2cfd05



Active Measurements 1 (APNIC - Geoff Huston)

https://stats.labs.apnic.net/rvrs



Active Measurements 2 - OONI

Data source: Open Observatory of Network Interference https://ooni.org/

2016 2019



Active Measurements 3 - RIPE Atlas



whoami.lua.powerdns.org

% dig whoami.lua.powerdns.org TXT +short

"2001:620:0:3006:21a:4aff:fedf:4b"

Query returns the upstream IP of the (first or active) recursive resolver configured 



Active Measurements 3 - RIPE Atlas Issues

● User measurements are limited by credits
● User measurements are limited by 1000 probes
● Measurements will not add new probes to 

measurement
● I couldn’t find a way to convince RIPE to run a 

recursive resolver public measurement with all atlas 
probes



RIPE Atlas

Do you think RIPE Atlas is a good tool 

for a long term measurement of 

recursive resolver trends?
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What else can be done 

to monitor trends 

and increase transparency?
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Thank you!


